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Abstract: At present, substation operation ticket system is developed based on an expert system,
which has some problems such as knowledge base redundancy, intelligence deficiency and automatic
learning ability. To solve this problem, this paper proposes an operation sequence reasoning model
based on the knowledge base of the Neo4j knowledge graph and DuelingDQN (Dueling Deep Q
Network) algorithm. Firstly, the diagram structure model of substation main wiring was established
using the Neo4j knowledge graph. Based on the diagram structure model, the operable equipment set
of the operation task was searched to form the task space, action space and action selection model of
DuelingDQN. The reward and punishment function was designed based on the “five defense” rules
and the state change of equipment. Make DuelingDQN model and Neo4j model interact in real time,
and automatically learn the operation sequence. The test results show that the method proposed in
this paper can automatically deduce the correct operation steps under different wiring modes and
realize the transfer within the station, which is of great significance to the intellectualization of the
operation ticket system.

Keywords: substation; sequence of operations; deep reinforcement learning; Neo4j diagram knowledge
base; inference automation

1. Introduction

Electric power enterprises are undergoing digital transformation, and artificial in-
telligence technology is playing an increasingly important role in distribution network
scheduling, operation and maintenance. The switching operation of the substation is an
important work in the dispatching operation of the distribution network. When the power
network fails or is repaired, the load transfer and operation mode adjustment should be
realized through the switching operation. Any maloperation may cause serious security
accidents. Drawing up the operation ticket in advance and determining the operation steps
can improve the correct rate of switching operation, thus avoiding maloperation. However,
with the continuous expansion of the power system, the number of power equipment
pieces involved has soared, the workload of employees to fill in the operation ticket, the
quality requirements of employees grow increasingly larger, and the mistakes of ticketing
personnel are inevitable. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an intelligent operation ticket
generation system which can adapt to various electrical main wiring and improve the
efficiency and accuracy of operation ticket generation.

An intelligent operating ticket system can automatically form operation steps. The
current operating ticket system is implemented based on an expert system [1–5]. This type
of method needs to build a knowledge base with a large number of operation rules in
advance, and then deduce the knowledge base to obtain the operation steps. However,
the knowledge base is highly dependent on the experience of the operator. Because the
operation rules are highly related to the main wiring mode, equipment composition,
initial state of the equipment, and whether it needs to be transferred, there will be different
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operation rules under different conditions even if the wiring structure is the same. Therefore,
the knowledge base has insufficient completeness, high redundancy and poor flexibility,
and manual intervention must be carried out in the formation of operation steps.

Scholars have carried out a significant amount of research on simplifying rules and
designing templates, and have made some achievements, but cannot solve the fundamental
problem. Rough set, rule tree and other techniques simplify the operation rules, reduce
the redundancy of rules and reduce the time required for inference [6,7]. Shu-chen Dong,
Dongying Zhang et al. establishes typical interval template and specific main wiring tem-
plate, solidifies its operation rules, and forms operation steps through rule matching [8,9].
These studies focus on specific main connections and topologies, and the rules need to be
refined as new connections emerge.

Deep learning is widely used in power system because of its excellent ability in
data analysis [10,11]; in order to shorten the reasoning process of operation tickets, some
scholars use deep learning to guide the generation of operation tickets [12,13]. By learning
the relationship between the environment and the operation sequence before and after
the substation operation, a model that can match similar historical tickets according to
the operation task and the initial state of the substation is obtained, and the generation of
operation tickets is guided. Although the method has a very good accuracy, its essence
does not break away from the artificial, thus not being able to achieve the realization of
real intelligence. At the same time, the training of the model relies on a large number
of historical operation tickets, which is still not friendly to the new plant station and the
expansion part. Therefore, it is necessary to construct a universal and intelligent inference
model of operation sequence.

Reverse brake operation can be regarded as a sequential decision-making process in
uncertain scenarios, and its results are uncertain. Deep reinforcement learning has excellent
performance in sequential decision-making problems due to its strong decision-making
ability [14]. As a typical model of deep reinforcement learning, DuelingDQN has been
widely applied to sequential decision problems such as demand response [15], energy
management [16] and operation control [17] in power systems, and has achieved excellent
results. Therefore, the DuelingDQN algorithm is considered for inference solving.

Compared with the model composed of relational database, the graph model is more
suitable for describing the ontology model intuitively due to its advantages [18]. As a graph
knowledge base development platform, based on its good dynamic updating ability and
efficient query ability, Neo4j graph knowledge base is currently widely used in the research
of distribution network data storage of power system, and has achieved good results
compared with the relational database in updating and querying distribution network
data [19,20]. The substation and the distribution network have great requirements for the
integrity of topological information. At the same time, as the interactive environment of
deep reinforcement learning, it needs to constantly update the received actions; therefore,
it is appropriate to choose Neo4j to complete the construction of the substation knowledge
base model.

In summary, this paper designs a substation operation sequence reasoning model
framework based on deep reinforcement learning and combined with the Neo4j knowledge
graph. Compared with mainstream methods, this model has stronger universality and
intelligence. The main innovations are:

(1) Based on the natural similarity between the power network and the graph network, the
main wiring model of the substation is designed using the knowledge base of Neo4j
graph. The model can respond to operation and update the state of the main wiring in
real time, providing an interactive environment for deep reinforcement learning.

(2) A task-state perception module is designed to identify the working state of the device
from the knowledge network and obtain action space for the deep reinforcement
learning model to make decisions.

(3) The inference model is constructed using the deep reinforcement learning model, and
the reward function and penalty function oriented to reverse switching operation are
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designed according to the general rules of switching operation so as to deduce the
sequence of operations.

2. Design of Substation Operation Ticket Inference Model

The reasoning model consists of four modules, including the main wiring module
based on the knowledge base of Neo4j map, the task-state perception module, the operation
sequence reasoning module based on deep reinforcement learning, and the action module.

(1) The main wiring module converts the main wiring into the graph knowledge model,
which is driven by the action module, receives the operation from the action module,
changes the topological state of the main wiring, updates the state of the device,
and sends the real-time state of the main wiring and the device to the task-state
awareness module.

(2) Task-state awareness module: Firstly, the operation task is analyzed, and the task
device is obtained. Then, starting from the task device, the action space and associated
device required by the operation are searched according to the real-time state sent by
the main wiring module, and the action space and associated device state are sent to
the operation sequence module for reasoning.

(3) The operation sequence reasoning module firstly evaluates the state of associated
devices through action-state evaluation, then obtains reasonable operations from
the action space through deep reinforcement learning, and finally gradually forms a
complete and correct operation sequence.

(4) The action module mainly updates the knowledge base model of substation dia-
gram with the operation action of the reasoning model, including node attributes
and relations.

The structure and working mode of the model composed of the above four modules
are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Structure and working mode of substation operation ticket inference model.

3. Diagram Model of the Main Wiring

The main electrical connection is topologically similar to the knowledge graph, and
the knowledge graph has a good dynamic updating performance and high query efficiency,
It can quickly synchronize and search for changes in the wiring mode and device status
caused by operations. The essence of reinforcement learning is “trial and error”. In this
paper, the knowledge base of the Neo4j diagram is used to build the substation main wiring
model, and the model feeds back the state changes of the main wiring and equipment
caused by the “trial and error operation”.

3.1. Modeling

The graph network model of the main connection is constructed by taking the device
on the main connection as the entity, and the connection relationship between the devices
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as the relationship between the entities; the status, number and device type of the entity
are represented by attributes. Figure 2 shows the graph knowledge base model of a switch
group in operation and its connected busbar, in which busbar B1 is connected to the
incoming line.

Figure 2. An example of a diagram model of the main wiring.

(1) Entity. The reverse operation is to set the working state of the task equipment as the
target state by operating the switch group. The switch group is set as an operable
entity. The switch group includes the circuit breaker, isolation switch and grounding
brake. Other devices such as busbars, transformers, incoming cables, and outgoing
cables are set to inoperable entities. Introducing an “endpoint” entity ensures the
topological integrity of the main wiring.

(2) Entity attributes. Entity attributes describe the characteristics of entities in the graph
model, including static attributes and dynamic attributes. Static attributes include
device type, voltage level, operable or unavailable. Dynamic attributes include the fol-
lowing: on/off, off/on, maintenance/cold standby/hot standby/operation/transition/
bad state.

(3) The maintenance/cold standby/hot standby/operation/transition/bad state attribute
of the entity is related to the shutdown state of the connected switch group. If the
entity is a switchgear, its running state is determined by the state of the switching
group in which it is located.

(i) Operation σ1: The circuit breaker and the isolation switch are closed, and the
grounding switch is open.

(ii) Hot standby σ2: The circuit breaker and ground switch are open, and the isola-
tion switch is closed.

(iii) Cold standby σ3: The circuit breaker, isolation switch and grounding brake are
all open.

(iv) Maintenance σ4: The circuit breaker and isolation switch are open, and the
grounding switch is closed.

(v) Transition σ5: It is in between four states. For example, the circuit breakers
are open, but the isolation switch is not closed, or the circuit breaker and the
isolation switch are all closed, but the grounding switch is not fully closed.

(vi) Bad state σ6: This state includes the following: (a) the isolation switch in the
switch group operates but the circuit breaker does not operate; (b) repeated
action of the same switch; (c) when the load is powered off during the operation
when a power recovery path exists; (d) when two or more switch groups are in
transition state at the same time.

(4) Relationships. The relationship indicates the connection between the devices. The
value can be connected or disconnected.

3.2. Rules for Model Updates

Actions from the action module change the close/divide on properties of the actionable
entities, thereby changing the relationship between the entities. The Cypher statements
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built into the Neo4j diagram repository are used to update the attributes of the entities, and
the relationships between the entities are updated according to the device switch off/switch
on attributes.

If and only if an entity can retrieve the power entity through the “connected” relation,
determine that the current device is live; otherwise, there is no power. After the circuit
breaker 5022 in Figure 2 is disconnected to enable the switch group to enter the hot standby
state, the relationship between the devices and the device properties are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Example of updating rules of knowledge graph.

4. Task—State Awareness Module

The operation task involves only parts of the devices on the main wiring. If the
complete main wiring is included into the action space of reinforcement learning, the
solving efficiency will be greatly reduced. According to the operation task, determining the
required switch group set to complete the operation can improve the solution efficiency.
This model first determines the target according to the operation task, and then obtains the
action space from the target.

The task is divided into target + state. The target represents the task object and the
state represents the state to be achieved by the target, including operation, hot standby,
cold standby and maintenance.

From the task objective, the Neo4j search algorithm was used to obtain the action
space. The action space is composed of switch groups. When performing maintenance
tasks, equipment power outage is inevitable. If the conditions exist, it is necessary to
ensure that the user’s power supply is not interrupted. Therefore, the action space needs to
include the task space and the diversion space. A task path is the set of switches required
to complete a task regardless of the user’s power supply. The transfer space is a switch
group that provides backup power to users to prevent power outages caused by the exit of
the target devices.

4.1. Get Task Space

The search process is as follows:

(1) Starting from the target device, search the power supply path connected to the non-
switching device, and record the device set in the path.

(2) Select circuit breakers and isolation switches in the path, and record the switchgear in
the same path as a switch group.

(3) Arrange the isolation switchgear in the switch group in order from near to far from
the load.

(4) Through the circuit breaker device, search the ground switch device with its common
endpoint, and record the switch group of the circuit breaker.

(5) If the task device is a non-switching device, search for the ground tool switch that is
directly related to the task device and refer to it as the ground tool switch group of
the task device.
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4.2. Get the Transfer Space

The transfer space is related to the form of the main wiring, and the adequacy of the
transfer needs to be judged. The basis of judgment is as follows:

(1) Whether there is a path for restoring power supply to the non-switching devices
supplied through the path of the task device, that is, whether power devices such as a
live bus or an incoming line can be retrieved from the path.

(2) Whether the path of the task device is the only power supply path of the load device.

When the above two conditions are met, the transfer space can be judged to be
available. The search process is as follows:

(1) Starting from the non-switching devices affected by the device, the attributes of the
device nodes and the topology of the graph are used to search for the path through
which devices such as live bus can be retrieved.

(2) Pick the path. Select the transfer path with circuit breaker to ensure the safe operation
of restored power supply. As a priority, select the path on the same side of the power
supply device to ensure the stability of the power supply quality. Finally, record the
device collection.

(3) Pick out the circuit breakers and isolation switchgear in the path and record them as a
switch group.

(4) In contrast to the tripping space, the isolation switchgear in the switching group is
arranged in order from far to near the load.

(5) Through the circuit breaker device, search the ground switch device with its common
endpoint, and record the switch group of the circuit breaker.

The complete action space includes task space and transfer space, and the specific
operation process is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Flowchart of action space search.

4.3. Identifying the Status of the Target Device

Update the maintenance/cold standby/hot standby/operation/transition/bad status
attributes of the target device based on the switch status of the target device in the task
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space. If the target is a switching device, its operating state is determined by the state of
the switching group in which it resides. As shown in Figure 2, bus B1 and circuit breaker
5022 are in operation.

5. Action Module

The action module converts the “trial and error” actions formed by reinforcement
learning into operations and changes the close/divide on properties of workspace switches.

When the switchgear is operated, the state transition is based on the state before the
operation. For example, if it is closed before the action, it is open after the action, and the
action is “open” + the name of the switch device; otherwise, it is “close” + the name of the
switch device.

(1) After the action of the switching device, change the opening and closing attributes of
the action device itself. Before the action, “close” is changed to “divide”, and before
the action, “divide” is changed to “close”.

(2) When the switch device is finished, the properties of the relationship between it
change. For example, when the switch device is switched from close to open, the
relationship changes from “connected” to “disconnected”.

(3) After the updating of relation and attribute, each entity in the substation model is
retrieved through “Cypher” statement to judge whether the entity in the model can
retrieve the incoming line entity only through the “connected” relation. If it can, the
live attribute is updated to “On-load”; otherwise, it is updated to “No-load”.

6. Operation Sequence Inference Module

This module is a sequential reasoning model built based on deep reinforcement
learning. Under the constraint of basic rules, it operates the graph network model of the
main connection through “trial and error”, evaluates the operation steps and the state of
the target device, and forms the optimal operation sequence through continuous iteration.

6.1. Deep Reinforcement Learning Module
6.1.1. Deep Q Network

Reinforcement learning refers to the learning process in which the agent obtains the
maximum cumulative reward from the environment by learning from the environment
state to the action strategy set. In essence, the reversing operation is regarded as a Markov
decision process, which can be expressed as a quadruple (S, A, R, π), where:

(1) S represents the set of all environmental states in the decision-making process, and
st ∈ S represents the perceived state of the agent in the environment during time t. S
is the close/divide state set of the action space switch group.

(2) A is the set of all executable actions of the agent, and at ∈ A represents the actions
taken by the agent in time t. In order to simplify the size of the motion space, the size
of A is the size of the motion space. The action content is to select the switch device
from the action space for the on–off state attribute transformation.

(3) R represents the reward function, and rt ∈ R (st,at) represents the immediate reward
that the agent gets by performing at ction a in state st.

(4) π is the policy set of the agent, representing the mapping from state space S to action
space A.

The agent iteratively updates the action value function Q through the feedback infor-
mation from the environment:

Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α

[
rt + γ max

at+1
Q(st+1, at+1)−Q(st, at)

]
(1)

where Q is the value function of state action, which refers to the value of taking action at to
the environment under the current state st. t is the current period; α is the learning rate. γ
is the future decay rate of Q value at present. at+1 is the action that can be performed in
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state st+1. The algorithm approximates the optimal Q function according to the next state
information and reward obtained after the agent interacts with the environment.

On the basis of Q learning, deep Q learning (DQN) approximates value function Q by
constructing function Q composed of parameter ω, i.e.,

Q′(s, a, ω) ≈ Q(s, a) (2)

At the same time, in order to reduce the correlation of samples and improve the
stability of training, DQN introduced the experience replay mechanism and the parameter-
freezing mechanism. The empirical replay mechanism means that the algorithm will create
an experience replay library, and when the experience of the replay library reaches a certain
number, it will extract the experience for training. The specific structure of DQN network
is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Network model of DQN.

6.1.2. Dueling Deep Q Network

Dueling Deep Q Learning (DuelingDQN), a variant of the DQN model, is adopted as
the training model in this paper. DuelingDQN is the introduction of duel networks based
on DQN. A duel network divides a Q network into two parts, value function V(s, ω, β) and
advantage function A(s, a, ω, α), so as to improve the generalization of deep reinforcement
learning network. The value function V is the evaluation of the current state of the action
space, and the action function A is the evaluation of the action taken in the current state.
The final result of the network consists of two parts:

Q(s, a; ω, α, β) = V(s; ω, α) + A(s, a; ω, β) (3)

where ω is the common network parameter of the value function and the advantage
function, α is the network parameter of the independent part of the value function, β is
the network parameter of the independent part of the advantage function. The Dueling
network structure is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Model of the duel network.

6.2. Procedure Real-Time Evaluation Module

The evaluation of operational steps is mainly accomplished through the reward and
punishment function. In the value-based Dueling DQN model, the reward and punishment
value is the immediate feedback obtained by the agent after the action selection. In order to
set the reward and punishment function reasonably, this paper sets the operation evaluation
function O(s). According to the requirements in the process of operation ticket formation,
a reward function R(s) is set in this paper to guide the model towards the destination
direction, and a penalty function P(s) is set in order to avoid maloperations in the operation
sequence or make the environment enter a bad state. The environment state function is the
accumulation of reward function and punishment function, as follows:

O(s) = ∑ R(s) + ∑ P(s) (4)

The task of the reverse operation is to realize the operation of the conversion between
the four basic operating states of the task equipment. According to the updating rules of
the operating state of the task equipment, the reward function R(s) can be divided into the
switching device state reward RS(s) and the task device state RD(s) reward, where:

Rs(s) =

{
1 Ss = σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4

0.5 else
(5)

RD(s) =

{
0.5 SD = σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4

1 SD = Saim
(6)

R(s) = RS(s) + RD(s) (7)

In the formula, Ss represents the running state of the switch group, SD represents the
running state of the task device, and Saim represents the target state of the task device.

For the penalty function P(s), according to the safety requirements in the switching
operation, this paper divides the penalty function PI(s) in the bad state and PO(s) in the
wrong operation sequence, where:{

PI(s) = −2 Ss or SD = σ6

PO(s) = −1.5
(8)
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The wrong operation sequence refers to that the isolation switches in the same switch
group do not operate in the sequence of load side followed by power side in the case of
power failure and power side followed by load side in the case of power supply.

7. Numerical Example Verificatione

Figure 7 shows the main wiring diagram of a substation. Bus WBI and bus WBII are
running in sections, the bypass circuit breaker QFP is in maintenance state, and the bypass
busbar WP is not live. Select transformer T1, outgoing circuit breaker QF3, and bus WBI
for maintenance operation.

Figure 7. Main wiring of a substation.

In this paper, Python is used as the underlying language of program compilation, and
Tensorflow open source software library is used to form a deep reinforcement network,
and Py2neo toolkit is used to complete the linkage work between Python platform and
Neo4j knowledge graph. The specific versions of the above tools are Neo4j4.4.5, Python3.6,
Py2neo2021.2.3 and Tensorflow2.0.0.

According to the task awareness module, the switching operation path and power
supply recovery path obtained in the above three cases are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8, from top to bottom, respectively, represents the action space of the outgoing
circuit breaker QF3, transformer T1 and busbar WBI when they enter the maintenance state
from the running state, in which the switchgear in the red dotted line frame is the action
space of task equipment and the switchgear in the blue dotted line is the action space of
power transfer.

As can be seen from the figure, the motion space search model accurately identifies the
path of mission equipment withdrawal and power supply recovery. When T1 enters the
maintenance state, the model chooses the busbar switch group where the circuit breaker
QFD is located as the power supply recovery path. When QF3 and WBI enter the mainte-
nance state, the path through the bypass bus is selected as the power supply recovery path
to meet the requirement that circuit breakers exist in the path. At the same time, comparing
the power supply recovery paths of QF3 and WBI, the model chooses the WBI bus on the
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same side as the load as the power supply when QF3 is undergoing maintenance, which
meets the requirement of giving priority to the power supply on the same side.

Figure 8. Action space acquisition graph.

After acquiring action space, the average reward curve obtained after DuelingDQN
and DQN model training is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Reward curve of deep reinforcement learning training. (a) the training curves of outgoing
circuit breaker QF3; (b) the training curves of transformer T1. (c) the training curves of busbar WBI.

In Figure 9a–c are, respectively, the training curves of outgoing circuit breaker QF3,
transformer T1 and busbar WBI. As can be seen from the figure, DuelingDQN obtains
rewards significantly faster than DQN in the same operating space. Meanwhile, with the
increase in operation space, the acquisition efficiency of reward value decreases somewhat,
but DuelingDQN’s performance is still better than that of the DQN algorithm.
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After the training of reinforcement learning model, all optimal operation sequences
obtained are as shown in Tables 1–3.

Table 1. Optimal operating sequence of outlet circuit breaker QF3 maintenance.

The Optimal Operation Sequence when QF3 Exits the Running Overhaul

Step 1 Open grounding switch QSP17/QSP37
Step 2 Open grounding switch QSP37/QSP17
Step 3 Close disconnecting switch QS1
Step 4 Close disconnecting switch QS3
Step 5 Close disconnecting switch QSp1
Step 6 Close breaker QFP
Step 7 Open breaker QF3
Step 8 Open disconnecting switch QS32
Step 9 Open disconnecting switch QS31

Step 10 Close grounding switch QS317/QS327
Step 11 Close grounding switch QS327/QS117

Table 2. Optimal operating sequence for transformer T1 overhaul.

The Optimal Operation Sequence when T1 Exits the Running Overhaul

Step 1 Open grounding switch QSD17/QSD27
Step 2 Open grounding switch QSD27/QSD17
Step 3 Close disconnecting switch QSD2
Step 4 Close disconnecting switch QSD1
Step 5 Close breaker QFD
Step 6 Open breaker QF2/QF1
Step 7 Open breaker QF1/QF2
Step 8 Open disconnecting switch QS12/QS22
Step 9 Open disconnecting switch QS11/QS21

Step 10 Open disconnecting switch QS22/QS12
Step 11 Open disconnecting switch QS21/QS11
Step 12 Close grounding switch QS127/QS117/QS227/QS217
Step 13 Close grounding switch QS117/QS127/QS217/QS227
Step 14 Close grounding switch QS227/QS217/QS127/QS117
Step 15 Close grounding switch QS217/QS227/QS117/QS127

Table 3. Optimal operating sequence for bus WBI overhaul.

The Optimal Operation Sequence when WBI Exits the Running Overhaul

Step 1 Open grounding switch QSP17/QSP27
Step 2 Open grounding switch QSP27/QSP17
Step 3 Close disconnecting switch QS2
Step 4 Close disconnecting switch QS3
Step 5 Close disconnecting switch QSp1
Step 6 Close breaker QFP
Step 7 Open breaker QF3/QF1
Step 8 Open breaker QF1/QF3
Step 9 Open disconnecting switch QS12/QS32

Step 10 Open disconnecting switch QS11/QS31
Step 11 Open disconnecting switch QS32/QS12
Step 12 Open disconnecting switch QS31/QS11
Step 13 Close grounding switch QS227/QS217/QS327/QS317
Step 14 Close grounding switch QS217/QS227/QS317/QS327
Step 15 Close grounding switch QS327/QS317/QS227/QS217
Step 16 Close grounding switch QS317/QS327/QS217/QS227
Step 17 Close grounding switch QS17

As can be seen from the sequence of three operations in the above list:
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(1) The equipment and steps of three maintenance operations are different, but the
accuracy of 100% is maintained.

(2) The three maintenance are connected to the transfer channel first, to ensure that the
load will not outage, and then maintenance. For example, during the maintenance
of QF3, firstly power the line with QFP through steps 1–6, and then overhaul QF3
through steps 7–11. To repair T1, first use steps 1–5 to supply power to WBI, and
then use steps 6–15 to repair T1. To overhaul the WBI, first power the line with QFP
through steps 1–6, and then overhaul the WBI through steps 7–17.

(3) The operation of the circuit breaker and disconnecting switch complies with the rule
that the circuit breaker is first on and then off, and the busbar disconnecting switch is
first on and then off to ensure safe operation.

It can be seen that it is feasible to generate operation sequence using the model
described in this paper, and the obtained results are also credible.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, a reasoning model of substation switching operation steps is proposed.
First, the main wiring is converted into a Neo4j model, and the task space is then obtained
from the task awareness model. Then, DuelingDQN automatic reasoning operation steps
are used to update the Neo4j model through the action model, so that the operating
steps can be obtained automatically under the condition of no interference. The specific
conclusions are as follows:

(1) Using Neo4j to build a graph structure model containing the main wiring structure
and status information, and using its own path search tool, can improve the search
efficiency of information such as device connection relationship, device status, transfer
path, outage path, load distance, etc.

(2) The Neo4j diagram structure model is used to search the task state space, and then
the required environment space and action space of DuelingDQN are constructed
according to the task space, which can reduce the required resources of DuelingDQN
and improve the computational efficiency of DuelingDQN.

(3) The DuelingDQN model and Neo4j model interact in real time, and the operation
rules of “five defense” and isolation switch are used to automatically complete the
reasoning of operation sequence, avoiding the problem of rule redundancy in the
expert system, ensuring the universality of reasoning, and giving play to the decision-
making ability of reinforcing learning to eliminate human intervention.

It can be observed from the results of the example that the method described in this
paper can actively show excellent reasoning ability in the face of different main wiring and
different operation tasks, and the operation steps obtained also meet the requirements of
substation safety production, which has important significance for the intelligent operation
ticket system.

The reward acquisition curve of deep reinforcement learning model shows that the re-
wards efficiency decreased significantly with increase in the operation space. The efficiency
of deep reinforcement learning may not be guaranteed when faced with more complex
operations in a distribution network within a large operation space. Transfer operation
space and equipment drop back are independent of each other. The next study aims to train
thetransfer task and the equipment drop back task separately, and adopt the hierarchical
learning method to ensure the correctness of the operation sequence and improve the ability
of the model to face complex situations.
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